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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
This Court's jurisdiction rests upon Utah Code Ann. sec. 78A-4-103(2)(j).

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
Issue 1:

Did the trial court err in finding that A WD had met its engineering
obligations under the parties' contract despite not having a licensed
engineer working on the plans?

Standard of review: A trial court's factual findings are reviewed under a clearly
erroneous standard. Young v. Young, 1999 UT 385 \ 15, 979
P.2d 338, 342 (Utah 1999). Preserved for appeal, R. at 54144.
Issue 2:

Did the trial court err in finding that A WD at any time employed an "inhouse engineer"?

Standard of review: A trial court's factual findings are reviewed under a clearly
erroneous standard. Young v. Young, 1999 UT 38, ^f 15, 979
P.2d 338, 342 (Utah 1999). Preserved for appeal, R. at 54144.
Issue 3:

Did the trial court err in determining that "no final judgment has been
entered," as stated on page two of its Amended Order Approving Attorney
Fees, Costs, Interest and Supersedeas Bondl

Standard of review: This Court determines whether an order is final as a matter of
law. State v. S.H. (In re B.B.), 2002 UT App 82, ^ 4, 45 P.3d
1

527, 529 (Utah Ct. App. 2002). Preserved for appeal, R. at
554-57.

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES, ETC.
None.

2

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
On or about January 18, 2007, Plaintiff/Appellee AWD Sales & Service, Inc.
("AWD") filed suit against Defendants'/Appellants9 Supranaturals, LLC, TEM
Properties, LLC, and Thomas E. Mower's (collectively "Supranaturals") alleging lien
foreclosure, breach of contract, and indebtedness of guarantor. (R. a1 1-45, 388.) On or
about March 5, 2007, Supranaturals filed its Answer and Counterclaim, alleging breach
of contract and breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. (R. at 50-56, 388.)
Ultimately, on September 5, 8, and 15, 2008, the trial court conducted a bench trial. (R.
at 639-41.)
On November 14, 2008, the trial court issued its Decision. (R. at 374-95.) (A true
and correct copy of this decision is attached hereto as Addendum 1.) The trial court
found in favor of AWD's causes of action and denied Supranaturals5 causes of action.
(id.)

STATEMENT OF FACTS1
AWD is a full service sales and installation company that specializes in designing,
installing, and servicing industrial pipeline, plumbing, and process systems. (R. at 395.)

1

Pursuant to its stringent marshaling obligation, Supranaturals recites the relevant
facts as found by the trial court and in a light most favorable to AWD. Wayment v.
Howard, 2006 UT 56, \ 9, 144 P.3d 1147, 1149-50.

3

Supranaturals manufactures and packages cosmetics, personal care products, dietary
supplements, liquid fills, water, and other products. (R. at 395.)
In May 2005, AWD and Supranaturals entered into a contract whereby AWD
would perform services and provide materials to Supranaturals. (R. at 392.) For
example, the contract called for AWD to create several new lines of products for
Supranaturals, such as a bottled water line, a liquid line, and a personal care line. (R. at
210, 392.) AWD was also supposed to provide project management, engineering and
design, and installation services. (R. at 209, 391.) Supranaturals relied upon AWD's
representations that AWD was capable of engineering, designing, installing, and
constructing the many processed and lines that Supranaturals required for the facility. (R.
at 391.)
When the parties entered into the contract, AWD asked Supranaturals if it wanted
design drawings that were stamped by a licensed professional engineer. (R. at 391.)
Supranaturals said no. (R. at 391.) Even so, AWD hired a professional engineer, Mr.
Curtis Warhol, onto its staff, and he worked with Supranaturals on the plant design and
the process and instrumentation drawings. (R. at 391.)
On December 2, 2005, Supranaturals terminated the contract with AWD because
of the parties' disagreement on a specific issue. (R. at 390-91.) A few days later, on
December 10, 2005, Supranaturals and AWD entered into a new contract, with a rate

TEM Properties, LLC owns the Supranaturals manufacturing facility and the
property on which the facility is located. (R. at 394-95.) Thomas E. Mower, a principal
of Supranaturals, signed a personal guaranty on the contract with Supranaturals. (R. at
392.)
4

schedule that differed from the first contract. (R. at 390.) Further, pursuant to the second
contract, AWD's only role would be to supply welding equipment and labor to perform
the installation of a new processing line. (R. at 390.) AWD then resumed work on the
project, but it was not longer responsible for managing the entire project. (R. at 390.)
Subsequently, in approximately October 2006, a dispute arose concerning AWD's
performance under the second contract, and Supranaturals did not pay AWT) for a portion
of its services and materials. (R. at 389.) AWD then filed a lien on Supranaturals'
property. (R. at 388-89.) AWD ultimately filed suit against Supranaturals for breach of
contract and other causes of action. (R. at 388.)

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS
In this case, the trial court committed reversible error in finding that AWD had
met its engineering obligations under its contract with Supranaturals. AWD never
presented any testimony from the alleged licensed engineer who worked on the
Supranaturals project. And the other AWD employees who worked on the project were
not licensed engineers, and they had less engineering and real-world experience than
Supranaturals' own employees who worked on the project.
Similarly, and for the same reasons, the trial court erred in finding that AWD
employed a licensed professional engineer. The alleged engineer, who was the key to
AWD's case, never testified. And AWD never introduced his engineering license or
other credentials. AWD never identified him or disclosed him as the engineer who
supposedly worked on the Supranaturals project.
5

Last, the trial court erred by stating in its April 13, 2009 order that no final
judgment had been entered in the case from which Supranaturals could appeal. A month
before that order, the trial court signed an order, and A WD filed a notice of entry of
judgment. Therefore, on April 13, 2009, it was inaccurate for the court to state that no
final judgment had been entered.
Based on these reasons, the Court should reverse and remand for a re-trial on the
merits.
ARGUMENT
L

THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT AWD HAD MET ITS
ENGINEERING OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE PARTIES' CONTRACT
DESPITE NOT HAVING A LICENSED ENGINEER WORKING ON THE
PLANS.
The trial court committed reversible error in finding that AWD met its engineering

obligations under the parties' contract despite not having a licensed engineer working on
the plans. This is a fact-dependent issue, so Supranaturals takes the opportunity to
marshal the facts used to support the trial court's finding and will then show that these
facts do not support the trial court's conclusion. Wayment v. Howard, 2006 UT 56, <[j 9,
144P.3d 1147, 1149-50.
The trial court found that
[w]hen the parties entered into the contract, AWD asked if SupraNaturals
wanted design drawings that were stamped by a licensed professional
engineer ("P.E."), and SupraNaturals said no. However, AWD hired a P.E.
onto its staff, Curtis Warhol, who worked with Jones on the plant design
and the process and instrumentation drawings ("P&ID") until December of
2005.
(R. at 391.)
6

Further, there was testimony from Mr. Michael Holman (the president of AWD, r.
at 394) that supports this conclusion. He testified that AWD never hired an outside
engineer and that AWD had a professional engineer on staff at the beginning of the
project. (R. at 640, 267:22 to 268:9.) In addition, Fred Jones (the vice president of
AWD, r. at 394) testified that he worked with Mr. Curtis Warhol, who is a "licensed PE
engineer that [AWD] reifies] on every so often" and who worked for AWD, (R. at 640,
290:23 to 291:6.)
In order to constitute reversible error, a the error complained of must be
sufficiently prejudicial that there is a reasonable likelihood of a more favorable result for
the defendant in its absence." Seel v. Van Der Veur, 971 P.2d 924, 926 (Utah 1998)
(citation and quotations omitted). Moreover, a trial court's findings of fact "must show
that the court's judgment or decree follows logically from, and is supported by, the
evidence." Butler, Crockett & Walsh Dev. Corp. v. PinecrestPipeline Operating Co.,
909 P.2d 225, 231 (Utah 1995) (citation and quotations omitted).
In this case, the trial court's findings favor the self-serving, uncorroborated
testimony from AWD's employees and give less weight to the testimony from
Supranaturals' employees, despite the fact that Supranaturals' employees had more
experience.
Supranaturals' first problem with the court's finding that AWD met its
engineering obligation is that, although Supranaturals agreed that it did not want design
drawings "stamped by a licensed professional engineer," Supranaturals did not state that
it did not want the system designed by a professional engineer. This was merely an
7

(incorrect) assumption on AWD's part, but the trial court accepted it as truth. The
parties' contract specifically addressed AWD's engineering obligations. In the section
titled "Engineering and Design," the contract stated that AWD had an obligation to "work
closely with Supranaturals to understand [its] needs and produce high quality products,
calculating product loads, utilities, refrigeration and electrical needs for current lines for
possible future requirements, updating building layout drawing . . . . " (R. at 11.)
Therefore, it cannot be said that AWD complied with its contractual engineering
obligations by inquiring if Supranaturals wanted the design drawings stamped by a
professional engineer. Supranaturals concedes that it did not want the drawings stamped
by a professional engineer. But it takes great issue with the trial court (and AWD)
conflating that with Supranaturals allegedly not wanting a professional engineer to design
the system that AWD would ultimately install.
Supranaturals' also takes issue with the trial court's reliance on testimony offered
by everyone but AWD's alleged professional engineer, Mr. Curtis Warhol. In spite of
Mr. Warhol being the lynch pin to AWD's case, it never offered his testimony. He never
testified at trial, and Supranaturals did not even know about him until the eleventh hour
before trial. Further, AWD never introduced an engineer's license or even proved that
Mr. Warhol was a real person. Other than a few oblique references to a "Curtis Warhol"
during AWD employees' testimony, there is no evidence he even exists, let alone worked
on the Supranaturals project. As the key individual who could have (and should have)
testified to the engineering processes and how AWD complied with the contract and with
the engineering specifications, it is curious why AWD never offered his testimony. This
8

is simply insufficient on which to base the conclusion that AWD met its engineering
obligations under the contract.
And in the absence of Mr. Warhol, AWD did not have a professional engineer
work on the Supranaturals project. In fact, Mr. Fred Jones, AWD's vice president and
the project manager for the Supranaturals project, is not a licensed engineer (r. at 394,
639 135:7-8), yet the trial court found his testimony convincing because of his experience
in the industry (r. at 394). Strangely, however, the court did not give the same weight to
Jared "Jed" Mower's testimony, who was the engineering manager at Supranaturals. (R.
at 394.) Like Mr. Jones, Mr. Mower is not a licensed engineer, but Mr. Mower has thirty
years' experience, in contrast with Mr. Jones' twenty years' experience. (R. at 394.) The
Court erred in giving more weight to the testimony of Mr. Jones, the individual with less
experience.
Moreover, AWD admitted that it never hired an outside engineer. (R. at 640, 267;
22-23.) Therefore, it relied on Mr. Jones, an individual with no engineering degree (and
less experience than his counterpart at Supranaturals), and the phantom Mr. Warhol. The
Court erred when it found that AWD met its engineering obligations under these facts.
Therefore, the Court should reverse and remand for a re-trial.
IL

THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT AWD, AT ANY TIME,
EMPLOYED AN "IN-HOUSE ENGINEER/9
The trial court found that AWD employed an engineer, Mr. Curtis Warhol. (R. at

391.) In the interest of brevity and not repeating the same arguments. Supranaturals
incorporates and adopts the marshaled facts and the arguments from Section I, supra, into

9

this section. The trial court committed reversible error when it found that AWD
employed Mr. Curtis Warhol to work on the Supranaturals project without any testimony
from Mr. Warhol himself. Therefore, the Court should reverse and remand for a new
trial.
IIL

CONTRARY TO THE TRIAL COURT'S STATEMENT, A FINAL
JUDGMENT HAS BEEN ENTERED.
Finally, the trial court erred by signing an order indicating that no final judgment

has been entered in the case, which would preclude Supranaturals from taking appeal
from that judgment.
Rule 54(a) defines "judgment" as
a decree and any order from which an appeal lies. A judgment need not
contain a recital of pleadings, the report of a master, or the record of prior
proceedings. Judgments shall state whether they are entered upon trial,
stipulation, motion or the court's initiative; and, unless otherwise directed
by the court, a judgment shall not include any matter by reference.
Utah R. Civ. P. 54(a).
The trial court is incorrect; it issued its Decision on November 14, 2008 which
disposed of the case. (R. at 374-395.) The trial court subsequently addressed remaining
issues, such as attorneys' fees, interest, and the amount of the supersedeas bond in its
April 13, 2009 Amended Order Approving Attorney Fees, Costs, Interest and
Supersedeas Bond ("Amended Order"). (R. at 545-48.) In the Amended Order, the court
stated that "no final judgment has been entered . . . . " (R. at 547.)
This is plainly incorrect. On March 18, 2009, a month before the court signed the
Amended Order, AWD filed a Notice of Entry of Judgment, (R. at 530-39.) Attached as

10

an exhibit was the Amended Decree of Foreclosure, Order of Sale and Judgment, was the
trial court signed on March 10, 2009. (R. at 530-35.)
The trial court's Decision and Amended Decree are clearly "a decree" or "any
order from which an appeal lies." Utah R. Civ. P. 54(a). Therefore, the trial court clearly
entered a final judgment, allowing Supranaturals to take an appeal. Therefore, the Court
should correct the April 13, 2009 Amended Order and declare that a final judgment has
been entered.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the Court should reverse and remand for a re-trial on
the merits.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 15th day of January 2010.

HILL, JOHNSON & SCHMUTZ, L.C.

Stephen Quesenberry
Charles L. Perschon
Attorneys for Defendants/Appellants
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the following:
MR. GUY L. BLACK
MR. CHRIS GREENWOOD
Greenwood & Black
1840 North State Street
Suite 200
Provo, Utah 84604
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Appellee
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

AWD SALES AND SERVICE,
DECISION
Plaintiff,
v.
Date: November 14,2008
SUPRANATURALS, LLC; TEM
PROPERTIES, LLC; THOMAS E. MOWER; Case No. 070400206
Judge Steven L. Hansen
DOES I TO X,
Division 2
Defendants.

This matter came before the court for a bench trial on September 5 and 8, 2008. Counsel
filed their proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law on September 12, 2008, and closing
arguments were held on September 17, 2008. After hearing testimony, receiving evidence, and
listening to the arguments of counsel, the court took the matter under advisement. Based upon
the evidence presented, the court hereby makes its findings of fact and conclusions of law.
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. Plaintiff AWD Sales and Service, Inc. ("AWD") is a Utah corporation that specializes
in designing, installing, and servicing industrial pipeline, plumbing, and process systems.
2. Defendant SupraNaturals, LLC ("SupraNaturals") is a Utah limited liability company
that manufactures and packages cosmetics, personal care products, dietary supplements, liquid
fills, water, and other products.
3. Defendant TEM Properties, LLC ("TEM Properties") is a Utah limited liability
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company that owns the SupraNaturals industrial manufacturing facility ("Facility") and the
property on which it is located.
4. The transactions and events that are the subject of this case occurred principally in
Utah County, State of Utah.
5. Gary Chlarson ("Chlarson") was the general manager of manufacturing for
SupraNaturals from May 2005 through 2007. During the entire time AWD was working for
SupraNaturals, Chlarson was the principal representative of SupraNaturals on the project that is
the subject of the dispute and was the person authorized by SupraNaturals to manage the project
and AWD's work on the project.
6. Michael Holman ("Holman") is the president of AWD.
7. Fred Jones ("Jones") is a vice president of AWD and was AWD's project manager on
the SupraNaturals project. Jones is AWD's process and design manager and has over twenty
years of experience in process design. Jones is not a licensed engineer. Because of Jones's
extensive experience with process design, the court finds his testimony on the issue of design to
be the most credible and persuasive testimony offered on the subject.
8. Jared "Jed" Mower ("Jed Mower") is the engineering manager at SupraNaturals. He
began employment at the Facility many months after AWD left the job site. He had no personal
knowledge regarding the contractors responsible for the initial installation of equipment and
piping at the facility. Jed Mower is not a licensed engineer, but he has approximately thirty years
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of experience in process piping. However, he specifically stated at trial that he does not have
experience in process design.
9. Ben Homer ("Homer") is the manufacturing manager at SupraNaturals. He began
employment with SupraNaturals many months after AWD left the job site. Homer had no
personal knowledge regarding the specific contractors responsible for the initial installation of
equipment and piping at the facility. Homer is not a licensed engineer and has no experience
with process design.
10. Brian Hoagland ("Hoagland") is a foreman for Interwest Mechanical Contractors
("IMC"), who was hired by SupraNaturals in the fall of 2006 to help install the process piping.
Hoagland is not a licensed engineer and has no experience with process design. Hoagland
testified multiple times that he simply constructs the system as he is told and that he is not
competent to testify regarding system design.
11. Hoagland and IMC worked on the project for only a few days with AWD before
AWD left the site permanently.
The Contract
12. In order to perform its manufacturing and packaging functions, SupraNaturals began
to build a Facility fully capable of handling its clients' demands.
13. In approximately May 2005, Chlarson contacted Jones about the possibility of AWD
managing, designing, and constructing certain aspects of the Facility.
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14. At that time, SupraNaturals had not yet determined the exact extent of the work that
it wanted AWD to perform.
15. SupraNaturals wanted to hire AWD to design and build such stainless steel beverage
and personal care product facilities as would be later determined by SupraNaturals on a "buildas-you-go" basis.
16. Thereafter, on May 13, 2005, AWD and SupraNaturals, through their representatives
Holman and Thomas E. Mower, respectively, entered into a contract ("Contract") drafted by
AWD in which AWD agreed to create, at a minimum, new lines for bottled water, batching and
blending, liquids, and personal care products at the Facility and to provide related services for
project management, engineering and design, and installation.
17. Defendant Thomas E. Mower signed and executed an unconditional guaranty
agreement ("Guaranty") in May 2005 in which he promised to pay AWD for any indebtedness
incurred by SupraNaturals pursuant to work done by AWD on the Facility.
18. The parties agreed that SupraNaturals would pay for AWD's labor based on a labor
rate schedule that was attached as an exhibit to the Contract and would pay for materials based
on the cost to AWD of those materials.
19. In the Contract, AWD agreed to provide the supporting utilities and product handling
required to make the lines that it created viable and functional.
20. As part of its engineering and design obligation, AWD promised to work closely with
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SupraNaturals to understand SupraNaturals's needs at the Facility so that SupraNaturals would
be able to produce high quality products for its clients AWD performed design work for the
Facility The specific areas of design are set forth m finding #16, and include the design of all
the areas at issue m this lawsuit
21 When the parties entered into the contract, AWD asked if SupraNaturals wanted
design diawmgs that were stamped by a licensed professional engineer ("P E "), and
SupraNaturals said no However, AWD hired a P E onto its staff, Curtis Warhol, who worked
with Jones on the plant design and the process and instrumentation drawings ("P&ID") until
December of 2005
22 As part of its installation obligation, AWD promised to install major equipment,
including tanks, as needed, as well as the stainless steel piping and pumps
23 SupraNaturals relied upon AWD's lepresentations that AWD was capable of
engmeenng, designing, installing, and constructing the many processes and lines that
SupraNaturals required for the Facility
24 In paragraph 1 of the Agreements section, the Contract provided that either party
could temimate the Contract at will The Contract also provided for interest of 1 5% monthly on
unpaid balances and attorney fees if there was a contractual dispute
25 On December 2, 2005, Thomas Mower sent AWD a letter terminating AWD's
services under the contract because of the parties' disagreement on the issue of the tanks, which
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were damaged in September of 2005.
26. Despite having just delivered a notice terminating AWD's services, Chlarson told
AWD that SupraNaturals wanted AWD to continue to work on the project. Chlarson also stated
in an email dated December 6, 2006 that although AWD would no longer be the exclusive
contractor on the job, SupraNaturals wanted a bid from Jones to have AWD finish process
drawings.
27. During the next few days there was some confusion regarding the exact scope of the
work AWD would do on the project in the future and whether AWD still had a contractual
relationship with SupraNaturals.
28. On December 10, 2005, the parties entered into a new agreement with a rate schedule
that differed from the original contract. This supplemental agreement also indicated that AWD's
only role in the future would be to "supply welding equipment and labor to perform the
installation of a new processing line."
29. It was undisputed that the reason for the new rate schedule was because AWD would
no longer be employing an in-house engineer. Therefore, any engineering work SupraNaturals
requested would be accomplished through an outside engineer at a higher cost.
30. AWD resumed work on the project under the new agreement, but was no longer
responsible for managing the entire project. SupraNaturals also hired other contractors to work
on various aspects of the project at the same time AWD was working on the project.
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The Dispute
31. SupraNaturals has fully paid AWD for all invoiced work through August 31, 2006,
but it has not paid AWD for work invoiced on September 30, 2006, nor for work invoiced on
October 31, 2006.
32. AWD has provided services and materials to SupraNaturals for which it has not been
paid in the amount of $286,054.02. This is the amount that AWD seeks to recover and that
forms the basis for AWD's mechanic's lien. The parties stipulated in open court that AWD is
entitled to interest on this amount at 1.5% per month, compounded monthly and beginning
September 30, 2006, until paid.
33. Sometime in October of 2006, Chlarson informed AWD that SupraNaturals would
not pay AWD the amounts owing for September and October of 2006 until the issue of the water
tank capacity was resolved to the satisfaction of SupraNaturals.
34. After being informed by Chlarson that SupraNaturals would not pay AWD the
amounts owing, AWD left the Facility and ceased to do any farther work for SupraNaturals on
October 30, 2006.
35. AWD filed a preliminary notice required under section 38-1-32 of the Utah Code
Annotated within twenty days after commencement of its work on the facility.
36. AWD filed a statutory Notice of Lien with the Utah County Recorder on December
6, 2006.
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37. AWD sent a copy of the Notice of Lien to defendants on December 7, 2006.
38. To date, the amount claimed on the Notice of Lien remains unpaid.
39. AWD filed a complaint in this court on January 18, 2007, making claims for lien
foreclosure, breach of contract, and indebtedness of guarantor.
40. SupraNaturals filed its answer and counterclaim on March 5, 2007, claiming that
AWD had breached the contract and the covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
41. The parties stipulated in open court that AWD followed the proper procedures under
the lien law. They also stipulated that AWD would be entitled to recover on its claims in the
absence of SupraNaturals's counterclaim.
General Background Facts
42. Pursuant to the Contract, AWD designed process blueprints and process and
instrumentation drawings ("P&ID") to be used by AWD workers as well as subcontractors in the
installation process.
43. There were no "as-built" design specifications. Throughout the process,
SupraNaturals had AWD change the plans multiple times on the design and components of the
process piping in the Facility.
44. SupraNaturals did not, at any time until the commencement of this case, notify AWD
that there were any problems with any of the work done by AWD.
45. Chlarson, who was the only witness presented by SupraNaturals who had any
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dealings with AWD, testified that he did not know of any problems or complaints whatsoever
regarding the work done by AWD.
46. In its counterclaim, SupraNaturals claimed damages for improper installation and
faulty design regarding the reverse osmosis ("R.O.") water tanks, the R.O. system, the boilers,
the personal care lines, and the tube fillers. SupraNaturals also claimed damages for lost
business profits.
R.O. Water Tanks
47. Pursuant to the Contract, SupraNaturals requested that AWD design and engineer the
R.O. system for the Facility and procure the necessary materials.
48. AWD identified three previously used 30,000 gallon tanks in California that would
fulfill SupraNaturals5s capacity needs for the RO process.
49. The original system consisted of four 30,000 gallon water storage tanks, piping,
various filters and pumps, and it had been in use in California for water filtration and storage.
50. Chlarson traveled to California to inspect the tanks before SupraNaturals purchased
the system. During the inspection, he noticed that one of the tanks had partially imploded at the
top of the tank.
51. SupraNaturals purchased three of the four tanks and the accompanying piping and
filtration system. It did not purchase the indented tank.
52. SupraNaturals caused the tanks to be transported from California to Utah, where they
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were delivered to its partially constructed Facility in Springville.
53. SupraNaturals instructed AWD to place the tanks within the perimeter of a building
expansion it was in the process of constructing on the south end of its existing building.
54. At the time, the building where the tanks were placed had not yet been enclosed and
was open to the elements.
55. Chlarson told AWD that he was concerned about foreign materials such as bugs
getting into the tanks and requested that AWD do something to prevent this possibility.
56 AWD suggested that tape could be placed over the openings of the tanks. Chlarson
agreed with this solution, so AWD taped over the openings of the tanks.
57. As a result of the tape placed over the openings of the tanks, the temperature and
atmospheric pressure changes that occurred in the next 24 hours caused the top of each tank to
collapse inward.
58. At the time of this occurrence, the tanks were in the control and possession of
SupraNaturals, and SupraNaturals requested that AWD put tape over the openings of the tanks.
In addition, it was SupraNaturals's choice to store the tanks in an area where they were open to
the elements.
59. To maintain good customer relations with SupraNaturals, AWD repaired the tanks by
pounding out the indented portions so that the tanks were restored to full functionality. AWD
also attempted to make an insurance claim on the damaged tanks and offered to buy the tanks
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back from SupraNaturals.
60. After AWD finished repairing the tanks, it had the tanks inspected by a representative
of the tanks' manufacturer to ensure that the tanks were in good working order and fit for use at
the Facility.
61. Despite the fact that the tanks were fully functional, SupraNaturals decided to cut the
tanks down to a smaller height and requested that AWD cut the tanks down.
62. AWD cut the top third off of each tank and re-welded the tops back on to the tanks.
63. Although all three tanks had been cut down and re-welded, only one was ready for
passivation at the time that AWD left the job. Before AWD was able to passivate the one tank
that was ready for passivation to protect it from rusting in the future, SupraNaturals filled the
tank with water and began using it.
64. AWD requested several days to perform the cleaning and passivation of the tank, but
SupraNaturals and Chlarson refused and chose instead to begin immediate use of the tank.
65. The modification of the tanks resulted in a loss of storage capacity of approximately
10,000 gallons per tank, for a total storage capacity of approximately 60,000 gallons as opposed
to the anticipated 90,000 gallons.
66. The choice to cut down the tanks was made by SupraNaturals despite their
knowledge that it would result in a loss of capacity.
67. SupraNaturals initially requested damages for a faulty pump for the third water tank,
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but it conceded at trial that the pump was used and AWD was not responsible for its internal
failure.
R.O. System
68. As a result of SupraNaturals's choice to cut down the tanks, it determined that a third
R.O. skid and three additional media filters were necessary to make up for the lost storage
capacity.
69. SupraNaturals also decided to add an additional, optional UV light on the R.O. return
loop. This is in addition to the UV light that AWD installed on the supply side of the loop before
it left the project.
70. Because SupraNaturals made the choice to cut down the tanks, AWD is not
responsible for its expansion of capacity through the addition of the new R.O. skid, media filters,
and UV light.
71. After AWD left, SupraNaturals had to pay another contractor to install the ozone
destruct in the R.O. system because it had not been ready to install at the time that AWD left the
job. SupraNaturals would have had to pay AWD or someone else to install the ozone destruct, so
it is not entitled to require AWD to pay for the installation.
72. SupraNaturals claimed damages for the improper installation of the carbon filter and
media filter that were purchased as part of the tank and pipe system, asserting that AWD installed
them in the wrong order.
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73. In the absence of expert testimony regarding the correct order of the installation of
carbon and media filters, the court finds that the installation of the filters was not improper since
they were installed that way in California and Jones testified that the order of the filters does not
matter.
74. SupraNaturals also claimed damages to fix several areas of"dead legs" in multiple
feed lines in the R.O. system. Dead legs are sections of pipe that branch off the main R.O. feed
line to provide water for batching and filling where water can stagnate and grow harmful
bacteria.
75. While the testimony regarding the alleged dead legs in the Facility was conflicting
and very technical, the court finds the testimony of Jones on the issue to be persuasive. Jones
testified, and the court finds, that the self draining valve design planned by AWD and
specifically, the model of valves contemplated by AWD, would have eliminated any issue with
dead legs.
76. In addition, there was unequivocal evidence that although SupraNaturals claimed
damages to fix purported dead legs in the ingestible batch room, the system has been in use as it
was designed and installed by AWD for two years. The fact that these alleged problem areas
have not yet been fixed by SupraNaturals after the passage of two years persuades the court that
such a design is not clearly improper or faulty.
77. SupraNaturals has not provided sufficient evidence that would allow the court to find
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that the design of the R 0 system with purpoiled dead legs was designed poorly 01 impropeily
78 In the absence of expert testimony to the contrary, the court finds that the changes
made m the personal care area and to be made m the mgestible batch room are matters of
preference and are not based on inadequate or improper design on the part oi AWD
Boilers
79 AWD ordered two boilers for Supi aNaturals and had them delivered to
SupraNatuials's Facility
80 Chlaison had lequested that AWD get boilers that were similar to the boilers used by
Tahitian Nom, which are round boilers The boilers procured by AWD were not the same as the
Tahitian Nom boilers, but were square
81 AWD did not manufacture, design, or install the boilers, nor did it design the boiler
loom AWD procuied the boileis based on calculations made by its m-house P E and Jones,
who determined that they weie adequate for the needs of SupraNaturals
82 SupraNaturals had many problems with the boiler system and had to make seveial
repans to the system
83 In the absence of expert testimony to the contrary, the court finds that AWD picked
boileis that weie adequate foi the needs of SupiaNatuials, and am pioblems with the boileis
themselves or the design of the boiler loom are the lesponsibihty of the manufacturer of the
boilers and the designer of the boiler room, respectively
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84. AWD is not responsible for the problems with either the boilers themselves or the
design of the boiler room.
Personal Care Area
85. SupraNaturals claims damages for retrofitting the lines and improper calculation of
pipe size in the personal care area.
86. The majority of the work on the personal care lines was done by contractors other
than AWD after AWD left the job site. The testimony established that AWD had installed the
process piping for one of the five personal care tanks, and although it had laid out the design for
the remaining tanks, it had not installed the process piping on them.
87. SupraNaturals claimed damages for the replacement of three sections of 304 pipe
with 316 pipe by IMC and Hoagland in the personal care area. SupraNaturals claimed that AWD
had incorrectly installed 304 pipe where 316 pipe was necessary.
88. Russell Holman, AWD's foreman on the job site, testified that he and AWD did not
install any 304 pipe in any area of the personal care batch room where 316 pipe was specified on
the design. He also testified that only one of the five tanks was piped by AWD's crew by the
time AWD left the job site.
89. SupraNaturals has not shown by a preponderance of the evidence that AWD was
responsible for the installation of the incorrect pipe.
90. AWD prepared the P&ID that subsequent contractors used to install the process
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piping on the remaining four personal care tanks, and SupraNaturals claimed that AWD's design
was faulty and inadequate.
91. There was testimony that AWD's design was completely installed, but never tested
because an engineer told SupraNaturals that AWD's design would not work. However, this
engineer was never identified and did not testify at trial, nor did SupraNaturals produce evidence
of modified plans drawn up by the engineer even though AWD's design of the personal care area
was clearly changed. Additionally, several of SupraNaturals's witnesses testified that the P&ID
produced by AWD in September of 2006 before AWD left the job is still used by SupraNaturals
in its maintenance of the Facility, despite the changes that have been made to the Facility that are
not reflected in the document as prepared by AWD.
92. The court is skeptical that there was an engineer who told SupraNaturals that AWD's
design for the personal care area would not work since said engineer was never identified, never
testified, and no modified plans were ever submitted or identified. The court is also skeptical
that SupraNaturals installed all of the process piping as designed by AWD and then removed it to
install the new design without ever testing it, as Hoagland testified.
93. Because the design change was made without implementing and testing AWD's
design and because no expert evidence was presented from which the court could conclude that
AWD's design was faulty, SupraNaturals has not established by a preponderance of the evidence
that AWD's design of the personal care system was defective.
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94 Any changes made by SupraNaturals to the personal care system, including pipe
slope, valve clusters and matrix, and positive displacement pumps, were made as a result of
SupraNaturals's independent choice to change the design and not because the ongmal design was
faulty
95 SupraNaturals also claimed damages for the improper calculation of pipe size for
lines 5 and 7 m the personal care area
96 While AWD was working on the project, SupraNaturals failed to provide any
samples to AWD so that AWD could conduct viscosity tests on the products SupraNaturals
would be making or transporting m the personal care area
97 Jones testified that AWD's design of the personal care area was proper and adequate
for SupraNaturals's needs SupraNaturals did not pioduce sufficient evidence that the design
was impioper It did not have any engineer or designer who was competent to analyze the design
testify oi provide evidence
Tube Fillers
98 SupraNaturals also claims damages foi the impropei calculation of pipe size on lines
8 and 9 to the tube fillers
99 AWD did not do any of the installation work on these lines, although it did the design
work for these lines m the P&ID
100 As noted above, SupraNaturals did not provide any product samples to AWD at any
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time while A WD was working on the project.
101. In addition, Jones testified that during discussions with SupraNaturals and Chlarson,
the parties discussed the need to tote or carry batches of highly viscous materials directly to the
tube fillers instead of passing them through the process piping. Although defense counsel argued
that this could not be true because it makes no sense to tote product in a state-of-the-art facility,
the court finds that Jones could properly rely on these discussions with Chlarson when designing
lines 8 and 9 to the tube fillers.
102. SupraNaturals failed to provide any expert testimony to prove its contention that
AWD designed lines 8 and 9 to the tube fillers improperly or inadequately.
Lost Business Profits
103. SupraNaturals originally claimed $800,000 in lost business profits as a result of
AWD's alleged breach of contract.
104. SupraNaturals did not present any credible evidence regarding lost business profits.
In addition, SupraNaturals conceded in closing arguments that it had failed to offer evidence on
this claim.
105. The court finds that SupraNaturals did not suffer any loss of business profits due to
AWD's actions.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. AWD and SupraNaturals entered into a valid and binding contract in May of 2005.
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2. On May 31, 2005, Thomas E. Mower signed a legally binding unconditional Guaranty.
3. hi December of 2005, SupraNaturals terminated the May 2005 contract.
4. On December 10, 2005, SupraNaturals and AWD entered into a new valid and binding
contract that differed from the former agreement in that it changed AWD's role from the project
manager to working on the project as another contractor.
5. AWD had the burden of proof to prove that SupraNaturals breached the contract by
nonpayment.
6. The parties stipulated that SupraNaturals failed to pay AWD for amounts that were
owing under the Contract and therefore breached the Contract.
7. SupraNaturals had the burden of proof to prove that AWD breached the contract by
providing poor quality service and products that did not conform to Contract requirements.
8. SupraNaturals failed to carry its burden of proof to prove by a preponderance of the
evidence that AWD did in fact breach the contract by providing poor quality service and products
that did not conform to the Contract requirements.
9. Because SupraNaturals failed to establish by a preponderance of the evidence that it is
entitled to an offset against AWD for breach of contract, AWD is entitled to judgment against
defendants SupraNaturals and Thomas E. Mower jointly and severally in the amount of
$286,054.02 for breach of contract. AWD is entitled to interest of 1.5% per month, compounded
monthly, beginning September 30, 2006 until paid. This is based on the stipulation of the parties
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made in open court, as well as the December 2005 contract.
10. AWD had the burden of proof to prove its claim for lien foreclosure. The parties
stipulated that AWD met the requirements needed to perfect its claim of a lien on the real
property on which it performed services in this case.
11. Plaintiff is entitled to a Decree of Foreclosure of its lien, foreclosing the defendants'
interest in the real property in this case.
12. Plaintiff is entitled to an Order of Sale, requiring the Sheriff to conduct a sale of the
subject property and apply the proceeds first to the costs of the sale, second to satisfy the claims
and judgment of AWD, and third to any other rightful claimant, or the owner.
13. To the extent the sale proceeds are insufficient to satisfy AWD's judgment, including
interest and attorney fees, AWD is entitled to a deficiency judgment against defendants
SupraNaturals, LLC and Thomas E. Mower, jointly and severally.
14. Pursuant to sections 38-1-17 and -18 of Utah Code Annotated, AWD is entitled to a
judgment against all defendants for attorney fees and costs incurred in preparing, recording and
enforcing its lien.
15. SupraNaturals had the burden of proof to prove that AWD breached the covenant of
good faith and fair dealing, which requires both parties to a contract to promise "not to
intentionally or purposely do anything which will destroy or injure the other party's right to
receive the fruits of a contract" and to "act consistently with the agreed common purpose and the
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justified expectations of the other party.5' Rawson v. Conover, 2001 UT 24, ^J44, 20 P.3d 876
(citation and original quotation marks omitted).
16 SupraNaturals failed to carry its burden of proof to prove by a preponderance of the
evidence that AWD did m fact breach the covenant of good faith and fair dealing by intentionally
or purposely doing anything to destroy or injure the rights of SupraNaturals under the Contract.
Counsel for AWD shall prepare an appropriate judgment consistent with this decision for
signature by the court.

DATED this

ft/

day of

tlJTlJ * , 2008,^ 0 ^ ; ' '

*

District Court Judge
•o^

Case No. 070400206
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ADDENDUM 2

ADDENDUM 2

CHRIS D. GREENWOOD, No. 6234
GREENWOOD & BLACK
Attorneys for Plaintiff
1840 North State Street, Suite 200
Provo, Utah 84604
Telephone: (801) 377-4652
Facsimile: (801) 377-4673

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
AWD SALES AND SERVICE, INC.,
a Utah corporation,

AMENDED ORDER APPROVING
ATTORNEY FEES, COSTS, INTEREST
AND SUPERCEDEAS BOND

Plaintiff,
vs.

SUPRANATURALS, LLC, a Utah
limited liability company; TEM
PROPERTIES, LLC, a Utah limited
liability company; THOMAS E.
MOWER, an individual, and

Civil No 070400206
Judge Steven L. Hansen

DOES 1 to X,

Division 2
Defendants.

This matter came before the court on Plaintiffs Memorandum of Costs and Motion
for inclusion in judgment and Defendants"' Motion to Set Supercedeas Bond. Counsel filed
their respective post-trial motions with the court and pursuant to rule submitted their written
memorandums in support and opposition. After considering the respective arguments of
counsel, the pleadings on file, and good cause appearing, the court issued a ruling.
AMENDED ORDER APPROVING ATTORNEY FEES. COSTS. INTEREST AND SUPERCEDEAS BOND.
AWD Sales and Services, Inc vs SupraNaiurals et al Civil No 07040C206

?E

Based upon the court's decision, it is HEREBY ORDERED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

Plaintiff s Memorandum of Costs and motion for inclusion Judgment is
hereby granted, less the amount of Michael Holman's deposition cost of
$130.45, and the total amount of compensator}7 damages plus attorney fees,
costs and interest up through December 1, 2008, is the figure of $473,045.02.
However, interest has accrued since that time, and Plaintiff has incurred
further attorney fees, for which Plaintiff is awarded judgment against
Defendants, SupraNaturals, LLC and Thomas E. Mower, jointly and severally,
in the additional amount of $12,733 02, representing interest on the
compensatory damages, at the rate of 1.5% per month, compounded monthly,
for the period of December 1, 2008 through January 31, 2009, and the
additional amount of $1,969.50, representing Plaintiffs reasonable and
necessary attorney fees and costs incurred through that time. Plaintiff is
entitled to an amended decree of foreclosure, order of sale and judgment
reflecting the correct amount of compensatory damages with updated amounts
of the aforementioned attorney fees, costs and interest, as of January 31, 2009.
in the amount of $487,747.54.

2.

Furthermore, although no final judgment has been entered, pursuant to Rule
62(j)(2) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, the presumptive amount of
bond for compensatory damages is the amount of the compensatory damages
plus attorney fees and costs, as applicable, plus 3 years of interest at the

AMENDED ORDER APPROVING ATTORNEY FEES COSTS INTEREST AND SUPERCEDEAS BOND.
AWD Sales and Services Jnc vs Supi ahtatui al\ ei al Civil No 070-100206
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applicable interest rate. If upon timely notice of appeal of a final judgment
Defendants seek a stay of execution of the amended decree of foreclosure,
order of sale and judgment, Defendants must post a cash or commercial bond
with the court in accordance with the requirements of Rule 62 in the amount
of $821,308.97, representing three (3) years of interest at 1.5% per month,
compounded monthly, on the calculation of compensatory damages plus costs
and attorney fees previously awarded up through January 31, 2009.
DATED THIS

day of

, 2009.

BY THE COURT:

STEVEN L. HANSEN
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE
Approved as to form:

STEPHEN QUESENBERRY
Attorney for Defendants

AMENDED ORDER .APPROVING ATTORNEY FEES. COSTS, INTEREST .AND SUPERCBDEAS BOND.
AWD Sales and Services, Inc vs SupraNatwals el al Civil No 070400206
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NOTICE TO COUNSEL
To:

Stephen Quesenberry, Attorney for Defendants
Please take notice that the foregoing AMENDED ORDER APPROVING COSTS,

ATTORNEY FEES, INTEREST AND SUPERCEDEAS BOND shall be submitted to the
Court for signing within the time prescribed pursuant to Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure in this matter.
Dated this 2-5 day of March, 2009.

MAILING CERTIFICATE:
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I caused to be mailed, U.S. Mail, first class, prepaid
postage, a true and correct copy of the foregoing AMENDED ORDER APPROVING
COSTS, ATTORNEY FEES, INTEREST AND SUPERCEDEAS BOND, on this 23_ day
of CfXarC^

, 2009 to the following:

Stephen Quesenberry
Attorney for Defendants
4844 North 300 West, Suite 300
Provo. UT 84604

Secretary
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